17 February 2016

Further to our discussion I attach a letter from the Parliamentary Secretary of the Cabinet Office, John Penrose MP responsible for the use of Royal titles which makes clear that should you so decide the wards in my constituency should carry the prefix Royal, for example Royal Sutton Vesey.

I well know how very strongly this would be supported throughout Royal Sutton Coldfield and I hope you will accede to our request.

Professor Colin Mellors
Chair
Local Government Boundary Commission for England
14 floor, Millbank Tower
London SW1P 4QP
Andrew Mitchell MP
House of Commons
London
SW1A 0AA

Dear Andrew

February 2016

Following our recent discussions on reasserting Sutton Coldfield’s royal status I have confirmed with Cabinet Office officials that there is no statutory ban on the Boundary Commission considering the constituency name Royal Sutton Coldfield.

I hope you find this helpful!

Yours Sincerely,

JOHN PENROSE